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It was a preliminary time in the earth when land was forming under tectonic movement . The plate called ‘Euro-Asia ‘ was activated till the date of late 19th century .It was told that, once, a huge merchant ship from the middle east was 
smoothly maintaining ‘spice route’ on its way to south-east asia. Merchants used to carry birds, camel , horse , turtle in the ship to spread spices around the world on market demand , other wise ,advanced censesorry system in animals was 
always been help full on a journey. The Albertross [migratory bird] was continuously showing the path flying round the ship in the order to magnetic pole. Suddenly end of one evening , at a point the Albertross flew away , the compass 
failed to work, the captain had no idea what happening ,the ship turned sharply in different directions ;and it was morning! A ship, motionless, in the empty desert- every one is spell bound . only the turtle who run away landed himself in 
barren landscape and spread through out local flora & fauna .
Geographical location that, once was part of ancient civilization- many historical & geographical features has been taken place, that eventually has a potential to evokes aspects of landscape & geo- politics in present time . Initially, it would 
be heard to pin point any such particular discipline to narrate complexity and ambiguity of a space that has already gone through different phases. Sake of the narration, there will be a need of combination fact & fantasy, which try to 
reflects on its materially. A  *ontologically discourse on event. The aim of the text is to established knowledge as indispensable tool to a nation, and how knowledge meant to be in traditional history and modern history>>> where political 
interest become crucial to embedded & channelize them. Government strategies, made on a area in term of build up a society & its norms, by applying structural division such, administration, education, health, security. The fictional 
character siri, who just came to the place to join as a archeologist of a local archeology museum- presently the space is belongs to border of India - Pakistan, the region called sindh, has maintaining exclusive cultural landscape due to natural 
& political turmoil- Through out the narrative sequences, it will open up various structural aspect of a nation, its natural resources, wealth distribution in the society, state controlling power on local law & order, border control policies, 
different layers of securities system etc.  So far, what we have understood image of nation in the reflection from primitive-traditional society to colonial - post colonial society. The Place originally is located on the western corner of south 
Asia, bordering the Iranian Plateau in the west, part of a old gondowana land . Geographical locations gets blur with full of mummeries, information- from different places, in different times. Baluchistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan- what is 
before, what is after, total displacement of ̈time & place ̈ in mentally & physically. Adopting a archeologist role, will give easy access through the places to collect nuances from different events that is-combination, will produced a pictures 
of state in collective. It is a key institute, which has been activated our landscape majorly, it is a gate way, we entered into past via museum & its sites. The Museum culture is highly represent glorious past go a country , eventually become 
significant role in global ethinic culture. On the other hand, new Discovery - invention in various field become a important resources to a nation. Juxtaposition of different institution in a specific geographical location and how they are 
maintaining there activities, events, ideologies to make the time. A individual living in a collective society, when other in-animates objects like, river, mountain, bridge are incorporating in this structure as well. The approach here are not 
only implementing & discuss structural aspect of society, but also established other invisible energy links which is operating. It is about a speculative different realism beyond its available sign and symbol. Continuously, we talked about 
real, realism , actualization, to go as closer as to the reality, but what does we will gain to achieve real ?
It was in the mid-after noon when he wakes up, the train was still running since last day, when he has last bored the train the station from Virenda in deep south, now train has reached far away more to extreme- North - Western side. 
Traveling on road way is slow transformation. Crossing through so many junctions, small stations, so many bridge, river, forest- very 5 kilometer landscape get changed here, that does not happened traveling in air. The character name is 
Siriniwasan (siri), who is traveling to yards to west, place call kutch to join as archeologist in local Archeological museum. The post was empty since last one and half years, no now really wants to go there in the middle of the no where, 
salted- barren landscape. Sri took it, to know what a exciting moment he going to have in next 6 years. Salvation comes after punishment, there is very thine line in between. He was thinking & half laying down on the train berth, allowing 
oppositional force to lay him down. Rest of 24 hour he hasn’t spoken much with his other passengers around him. Although ear was in the air. One of them working in radio station, but not in radio station actually, it is army radio station, 
different channel for different people. Sound interesting but he feel lazy to interact. just it is not a right time, siri has experience his from past mistake, when he had to force him-self. He turned off .
Still two hours to go, it will reach around 2,o clock or 2.30, one of the employee from the office will come to pick him up, he knows half an hour late does not matter in western railway,so nothing to shame. last few hour, seems more 
longer than rest of the trip. when usually we get restless, but he seems fine and relax, no stretch, he is in process of cleanings, a long preparation for new place, new life. Actually this time, no big plan, rest of his life he has been excited by 
big plan, big desire- but this time bit different, ̈free from all the illusion and see, life is still beautiful ̈- actually people say in age of 35 people start real life, Now it is the time for. Rest of his life never been sure, confuse in duality, its lack 
of knowledge thats makes one blind, unsure to see the things clearly, somewhere, siri has regret took so long to see the things clear. Absorbing enough before come up any conclusion and thats took him till 35. Being resourceful,before rest 
of life has began. He has seen, a baby to born, grown up- gets married & gets her own baby, almost 3 generation live cast, he remember when Sachin Tendulkar start playing 1st international cricket match  in his career at his age 16, just 
last year he has retired from cricket, end of another legendary empire, the world is getting  older .
 
Train has arrived, feet on the ground, a transaction in different air, in different pressure, This the last stop, in western railway, no more station after that, (only salt & salt, it is the biggest salted desert in the earth) end of the civilization, 
beginning of new territory. This pieces of land is one of them, where, 1st human civilization took place in the world, the *Indus valley civilization, quite contrast atmosphere today we see than back to 2500 BC, where to end where to start 
in a loop. Coincidentally, most of the archeological sites had been left out, in abandon places some where in the desert, as like in Atacama and Arizona, today where we see fertile land, once it was desert, geographical transmission, over the 
thousand year, a river slowly slowly change its track and turn into other way around. A complete alchemy. Geography book from school days, was full of imagination, basalt, granite rocks, sand stone, hot spring, river besine , tectonic 
movement- all are alike still human character- they are huge, giant & primitive, full of fear & ruthless - no mercy, its heard to explain their presences,so arbitrary  and strong. Siri navigate there is something beyond what we see, but its not 
about ghost, supernatural, it is something grown with us over the period of time, mutually they do exist of * ̈being ̈. Some how it was remain unspoken. *Upanishadh, talked about **brambha, it is not merely of particle, rather it has own 
autonomy to in act. Its belongs in between some where- its makes really makes boring to not think beyond particles, there ought be something more to live the rest of life . His job in archeologist deals with old object, free window for 
imagination goes through a proper scientific process. It dose mean ethinic objects are placed in the museum cage. Actually it is more open to live with present time & location - It is more than we see as mere traditional object, that 
representation only a cast, race or a community, rather it is open to access as an individual elements ( line , color, form) in all time all space universally. A simple terra-cotta toy is not a ancient animal rather its also evokes many things with 
its immediate other correlational element. For instance a white hat with circular fence, the cap usually used by cricketer during their their match in Caribbean island, a archeologist in a excavating in site wearing similar white cap in middle 
of the no where. so a cricket cap, wear by archeologist, on the other hand cricket site & excavation site -in a arbitrary relation. but things is not only about archeology or its museums, its matter of others on going phenomenology, means 
other project, movement going on at a the same time same geographical place. Here, discipline of archeology is helping to open up possibilities to explore the local landscape in both historically progression & evolution in the present time, 
where local community - natural resources, get incorporated  by state policies. generally, when a civilization grow up, its slowly  open up a possibilities base on the resources element scattered around, via space, place, via river, mountain, 
via desert via sea,  there is also no man land, restricted for human accessing in the territory in security matter. I am talking about these different patches of landscape with different texture, grains, hue has manifested for different act. Today 
when have third vision through google earth, Some where its produced a sense of resistance to our vision, staying away from gravity.  where google earth produce aesthetics of  circuit board consisted with several events of thermal power 
station- airport- uranium mine, Museum, army camp, water reserver, bridge,  high way etc etc.
That morning ,when the Euro-Asia plate had been arrived at the shores of the Arabian sea; the land was fully disrupted, however, gradually that belt settled down and formed very differently in terms behavior of people, food , costume, ritual. Local 
nomadic tribes had settled their habitation under uncertain atmospheric conditions on the oldest land on *Gondowana. Today what we see that does have not any similarities how it was before. This land has gone through tremendous changes in last 
2000 years, it is one of most notorious land in the world. Sedimic activity, earth quack is mundane phenomena over here, it was 1850 BC when the place felt earth quick, water from the Arabian sea entered into and stay back for forever. Over on one 
earth quack, had been erased almost all vegetation. The ecological disaster significantly had changed local life form & pattern significantly. Once this place use to be Dinosaur with Shabhana grass, still some places has left as fragmented with wild 
buffalos. There was a myth around a lake, in 850 bc, when local area was going through crisis of fresh drinking water, another earth quick has come, create the lake water into sweet water  in the over night, people known this as Allha dam, anyway 
someone had to do it to maintain local species and Allha did it . Natural calamity, religious & superstitious are historical consequences -Nature is religious via -versa, the cosmic force is inevitable.
After that many time has passed, the land was slowly settling down, there were no major, earth-quack has happened in last one & half century, now this place known as kutch, means turtle, this place well known for desert turtle, which by coincidentally 
refer to the the myth, when earth was on the back of turtle in unstable condition. That might refer very much to the local history. The piece of land never part of India before, because of tectonic movement slowly moving to up and become part of the 
land maintain a special characteristic compare to rest of area. There were two unusual female in the railway station siri has seen, who are more than 6 fit hight with big shoulder & big eye, they are very few left from ancient sindh community,  very 
familiar gesture, traveling back in 2500 BC.reminds him the half bast figured had found in the indus valley sites,  strange!! how this possible when so may time has passed, so many changes has happened but there are certain things remain unchanged, 
un touched. May be we never been modern, from a distance siri made a great salute to them with lot of respect and dignity to the last human from the age.
A geography location gets divided in to places, by lane number, pin number, area , post office, district, state - finally a nation. lineage local to global - in to out , a highway goes through town -  suburb, water, mountain , plain, desert, forest, wet land - dry 
land- world connecting by  ̈linear projects ̈*, where lines of highway, electric cable , telecommunication, railway are tiding the world across and divide them into small sections, departments. Similarly, examining a plot structure combination of these 
different lines made the space into town, suburb, markets, municipal corporation, police station, hospital, archeological site, museum, water pump, park, judicial custody, and university, laboratory, schools, colleges. A society has formed, it has 
potentially equipped to be functions with in a small community. When a community act sense of totalitarian, choreographed by different different institutional felicities and performing through out every channel of its, which all are in a cybernetic 
relation, one get affected by other in the circuit board . I think it would be interesting to see how they are functioned , operate, overlaps by small small thread - the energy flow through these threads and get connected . There is need & supply, make the 
movement. There are in a process of mimetic, one refer to another by signal and signature. Signatures** are exist into its chemical bond. Structure, molecule which has further coded by different factors, as such one factor do influence, inspire by others 
factor. In process of Mimesis, its does not represent to any event, its simply a happen to fall by its internal structural affection, for instance a factor of a particular plants is responsible to resolve the stone, is in the kidney. Similarly in a society, in a 
family, in a individual, in a stone, in a horse, in a state, in a nation, in a planate, or in a universe, in such all micros-macron events are signature by countless codes. which are only way possible to get access by production of knowledge. But it is usually 
ended up rejected, discharged and dismissed. This has caused a lot of lots, forgotten denied, disparaged, derided bodies of knowledge. Perhaps resources to a prosperous society like in  Renaissance period able to de-code and come up new discovery. 
The discovery could be a medicine which locate the bacteria, replace by anti bacterial such anti biotic, it could have been rocket launcher negotiate with the principle of air gravity, velocity to fly or it could be a massage send through lithosphere 
particles. All  phenomenology, do exists on principle of greater appreciation, a appreciation works throughout out -  top to bottom, right to left , east to west, sea belt to mountain range, this super design orientation works in a contrast, rhythm , harmony 
by its character, nature, elements which usually belong to any sphere that communicate a massage one place to other place, a journey by animating , miming, & synthesizing in there lovely relationship. It would be really interesting to see how small-big 
movement, meeting , dealing,  departureing  in trans-disciplinary set up. like our body is a result of trans discipline. For instance in the realm of contemporary physic, mathematics, astronomy, astrology, geology and archeology all are belongs to its 
specific discipline, where interaction among themselves almost none, none of my friend from those discipline has interact professionally about what they are studying. it is all we living in the area of specialized knowledge, where try to find a solution 
inside the atom. why not healing & pharmaceutical medicine, together cured a disease. why not my family astrologer appointed in mathematics school . Basically, we have to with live are with with out specialization, which simple builds pride of 
Hierarchy in the society. 
To the North far western side of the city horizon is surrounded by mountain rang, which slowly get down to the lap of Arabian sea to the western side. The holy place kala dunger( black hill) situated one of the peak of mountain, dedicated to the deity 
Dattatrey (holy god)- the holly triangle, creator -protector-Destroyer in one body, it was told when Dattatrey walked on the earth, he toped at black hill and found a band of striving jackal, being a god, he offered them his body to eat and as they ate, his 
body regenerated it self in biological war-fare. the spices call Bryo- phylum in botany has re-produced its body in similar fashion, biological god. whatever, gradually this place become a pilgrimage place where still offered boils rice and vegetable to 
the jackal . Mountain & placement of god, is top on each other, straight dropped from the sky on mountain. there are case where most of the pilgrimage center takes place on mountain. There is an Army post at the top, Since it is located very near to the 
Pakistan border, beyond there only military personal are allowed after a point . Juxtaposition of security & god, where god need a security or security need a god, where worshiping in temple by a army constables is understood. Some places in the earth 
is highly confidential- place has spacial factor that had made appropriate ground for many crucial application. Application of scientific experimentation in the realm of geology- biology, astrology- physic, run by government official in very site 
specific. Similarly, Present place some how fertile ground for many scientific application, research, laboratory - it is exactly where, different institutional educational knowledge in a joint venture exploring potentiality of a local geography in order to 
gain power and energy. In last 30 years nuclear power, nuclear plantation, aesthetics of bright, steel-ness still, aluminum foil covered building is become very much part of our landscape. These science fiction box in the horizon is our future 
archeological evidence, which going to farther connected and competed with the local archeological site, situated 10 km up North from the power plant . Actually, we all are in a geological process, where in 1952, on  Hiroshima - Nagasaki has got its 1st 
layer, the age of ** anthropocene in ***hype-reality. On the other side of the border is another power plant made by pakistan. Today a nation has remembered on amount of energy it has restored. Discovery of new uranium sites is comes under major 
government project. It could be things like, jet-fighter plain from Russia, or petroleum oil from Norway- interesting things is in new discovery-invention by production of knowledge and finally, commodifying them in world market. Remember in 1940, 
bunch of scholar, scientist, intellectual has been settled in United state from all around the world, thats makes next 50 years of prosperity of the  United state, but here my point to to fetishsize  all individual - collective institute, as EVENT. In this 
process, i will take in account those images, signs, symbols produce by universities, army, museums, nuclear power plant, river , bridge, mines, wild life century, air port etc and has been nurtured in various label -various context- to producing our time. 
Human experience on time -on a image is not singular, the plurality has come overlapping of different images with back ground, light, shadow, air, dust, where  coherences get incorporated into a image, for instant, if i say horse, does it only mean 
specific horse which was standing , running, or the leather belt it was wearing or the sound you have heard when horse was riding, where is the real horse, is it in the lather belt? is it in the horse sound ? or in the wet horse, who was standing alone in the 
rain. if we separate its body & soul, then death of the horse, soul will be ultimate center in the universe, i think, it would be better if we see them as engergy, which multitude the image of horse, sometime in the belt, sometime with the rain, sometime 
with sound- on the other hand, energy of horse was introduced physically, chemically, mentally with all sensual elements, air, water, light has, respond each other existence constantly, thus the rain can not established with out the wet horse. A kid get 
imaginary reading a school label geography book, with a sign of granite stone, sign of granite stone is only represent of the image of its, thats is not the granite stone, but actual granite do exists in very label of its coherence, with summer, with winter 
and with transport- ing by the truck, with making particular noise in the after noon. when phenomenology of granite is vast , when granite is no more limiting in side the of it . The only difference between human and the stone is that rock is not well 
equipped to responds to its chemical signal.
Coming back to sign & symbol produce by state over on events in a place, which has witness by local people, for instance a event of making a bridge or dam is suppose to mega events in any local area, when people remember the time before it has 
made , when bridge was making and after bridge has made, three different age in a local time table. It is not only engineering or iron pillar that has made the bridge, the bridge has made when the motor car cross through, or when a local boy jumped from 
the bridge into the water with such anecdotes. The bridge do exists with-in all, where it is not going be worth to find a real bridge. let the bridge stand free, or collapse or steal it by some one memoir.
The point i am discussing kind of movement among objective materials, whose are well equipped to in act them-self, it does not matter if we acknowledge there autonomy or not and it not even a magic show that need to be perform to prove every time . 
its always does maintain own territory - own audience to communicate them self, but, i am sure its not recommending any short of so called spirituality, also at at time it would be a mistake to generalize such as, ¨every things connect to every thing ¨. 
Definitely its acquired more than any determination, commitment, trust to its practice . It would be really worth of modernism if it counts these hegemony of knowledge in side their frame work. ofcourse thats needs a extra space to extended its boundary 
rather make a space throwing things out . May be it would be right to put in a loop mechanism coming back & forth.
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*Ontology: The branch of metaphysics that studies the nature of existence or being as such.
*upanishad : The basic teaching of the earliest upanishads teach that the self (atman) is really identical to the foundation of all reality (Brahman).
**being : Being is an extremely broad concept encompassing subjective and objective features of reality and 
existence. Anything that partakes in being is also called a "being"
 *** linear project: Such projects effectively represent sample transects that are very useful to study change across time and space and traverse long stretches where people in the past and present have chosen to live. 
**Signature: A distinctive mark, characteristic, or sound indicating identity, Medicine The part of a physician›s prescription containing directions to the patient.
***Indus valley Civilization: The Indus Valley is one of the world›s earliest urban civilizations, along with its contemporaries, Mesopotamia and Ancient Egypt. Gondwana: a hypothetical landmass in the Southern Hemisphere
that separated toward the end of the Paleozoic Era to form South America, Africa, Antarctica, and Australia.
 ****hyperreality: hyperreality is generally defined as a condition in which what is real and what is fiction are blended together so that there is no clear distinction between where one ends and the other begins 
**anthroporcine: a proposed term for the present geological epoch (from the time of the Industrial Revolution onwards), during which humanity has begun to have a significant impact on the environment
 
 
 
